Holidays Homework (2018-19)
CLASS IV
Theme: - Flora & fauna

Subject: English
Q1. Write five sentences of each kind ie. Declarative, Interrogative, Imperative and Exclamatory on separate
strips of paper. Cut the strips dividing the sentences into subject and predicate and paste them on A4 size
sheets. (Roll No. 1-20)
Q2. Create a Pictionary with 20 words. Find new words from the Newspaper. Write the word with its meaning
, frame a sentence and draw related pictures. Create an attractive journal using A4 size sheet. (Roll No. 21
0nwards)
Q.3 Make a book report on any one of the suggested books-(For the entire class)
 Panchatantra in English
 Malgudi Days by R.K Narayan
 The Jungle Books by Rudyard Kipling
Your book should include:
 Book cover
 Book title and author
 Description of the character
 A brief summary
 The reason why you like the book
( Present it on A4 size sheets using the given format-)

SHEET 1

SHEET 2

SHEET 3

SCIENCE

NOTE: Prepare your work on A-4 size sheet.
1. Create your own “mini encyclopedia” on endangered animals (any five). Paste pictures
and write few features. Also, mention few steps to save these animals. (Roll no. 1-15)
2. Imagine yourself as a “Zoologist”. You have recently discovered a new species. Write
down about your discovery and features of the species ( eg- how it looks , unique feature , eating habits
etc.) Also, draw a picture of it . (Roll no. 16-30)
3.
Sparrow is a lovely, beautiful
and
social bird found everywhere in our
surroundings. Now a days, due to
different reasons, number of sparrows are reducing
day by day.
a. When was the last time you noticed a sparrow
in your window?
b.
Why are sparrows endangered in India?
c.
What are the steps need to be taken to save sparrows?
Answer these questions and write them down. Paste relevant pictures. (Roll no. 30 onwards)
4.
Plant some seeds and follow the growth of seedlings. Make sure to take proper care of
them with right amount of light, heat and water. Write down your observations (weekly),
what changes do you observe? Write them down and paste pictures of the seedlings at
different stages. (To be done by all the students)

Computer

Design a Poster.
Celebrate India’s unique culture and growth with this impressive POSTER idea!
Featuring attention-grabbing images and fun facts, this poster is sure to turn heads wherever you display it.
Just grab your supplies and get started with the simple instructions below!
 Theme for the poster: Flora & fauna.
 Use MS-Word to design your poster.
 Add your information as text boxes or word art with borders. Resize the as necessary.
 Insert relevant pictures/images from Internet. (Using Copy-paste options).
 Explore the formatting options and tools to design your layout.


When you are finished, take a print-out on A4 Size sheet.



Best one will be uploaded on school’s website.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Note all the work to be done on A4 size sheets:

1.

A number of non-profit organisations have taken initiatives to save the gifts of nature. For exampleChipko Movement, Narmada BachaoYojana. Collect information and pictures related to any one such
movement on A4 size pastel sheet. Also write a short note on it.
(HINT:- Who started it, when,its effect ,its reasons,occasions or celebrations to promote the cause)
(ROLL NO.1 TO 15)

2.

The Earth is made up of various landforms. Each landform has its own unique feature. Different
landform bear different types of vegetation and different climate. Find information about different
animals on landformsMountain, Desert, Plains and Coastal area. Paste pictures on A4 size sheet and write about them.
(HINT:- Climate, Vegetation, Animals) (ROLL NO. 16 TO 30)

3.

Visit the local Zoo or see the documentary given whenever possible and note down the Safety
measures given to the animals. Prepare stick puppets of animals and write information about them on
A4 size sheet ( Any two). Also, Prepare a verbal presentation of about 1-2 min to be delivered in Class.
(HINT:- See the link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfv5kPyBfTW)(ROLL NO 30 ONWARDS)

SUBJECT: ART AND CRAFT- Save the ‘Earth’-Reuse E-Waste
1. THEME: KEYBOARD KEYS (Pen stand/Book cover) ROLL NO-1-20
MATERIAL REQURIED: Keyboard keys, waste bottle or a jar, Old diary and Fabric blue.
METHOD: Paste keyboard keys using fabric glue on an old bottle or a jar and create an attractive and
beautiful pen holder. To create a book cover take a diary and paste keyboard keys on a cover using fabric glue

LINK: Key board key craft. (You Tube)
2. THEME: KEYBOARD KEYS (Wall clock/DIY paper basket /DIY bicycle) ROLL NO -21 Onwards.
MATERIAL REQURIED: Keyboard keys ,CD, thermocol , plastic container,ice cream sticks and fabric glue.
METHOD: Paste keyboard keys on a CD using fabric glue to create a wall clock. To create a flower basket you
need a CD and a paper. To create a Bicycle you need to paint 3 CD’s, Icecream sticks and a small plastic
container.

LINK: Keyboard craft (You Tube) Bicycle with CD,DIY Paper basket.

SUBJECT: MATHS
General instructions


All work should be handwritten and done neatly



Drawing illustration and use of creative material will be appreciated



Present your work on A4 size sheet .

ROLL NO 1-15 A
SPECIES ON THE EARTH.

NUMBERS

1.Vertebrates

59811

2.Invertebrates

1203375

3.Plants

297326

4.Others

28849

Q1. Arrange the Number of species in ascending order
Q2. Arrange the number of species in descending order
Q3. Insert the commas in the above given number also write the number names of each .
Q4. Make Indian and international Place value chart and insert the numbers in it
Q5. Write the greatest and smallest number of species in above data
ROLL NO 16-30 B
1. Collect information about the Tiger Reserves in India i.e State , Name of tiger reserve
2. Write down tiger population state wise years 2006, 2010, 2014. Represent the comparison in the form
of bargraph .
3.Why should tigers be saved, write 3points
ROLL NO 30 ONWARDS

C

A. Prepare a list of any ten flora and fauna of Delhi and enrich your project pasting Relevant pictures
B. Make tangrams of any 2 above mentioned animals Using different 2D and 3D shapes in it, based on your
imagination e.g.-

Learn and write tables 12 to 20 in your notebook .
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test for science will include activity based question for 5 marks.
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Chapters:1- How old is Muttajji?, Poem-The River, Unseen Passage
Sentences, Punctuations, Nouns (kinds, numbers, gender),
Homophone, Paragraph Writing & Dialogue Writing.
Chapters : 2 Additions & Subtractions, L-10 Geometry,Tables till 20,
5- marks for mental ability questions based on four fundamental
operations and topics covered.
Chapters:1- History of computers,L-2 Classifications of Computer,L-3
Inside the System Unit and Model Test Paper 1

Suggested Books for Reading:
1. The Magic pot 2. Peter pan 3. Akbar and Birbal 4. Harry potter 5. The tale of panchtantra
6. Alice in the wonderland 7. Mowgli 8. Pokemon 9 Tin tin 10 Malgudi adventures.

